People at the Rink–Hockey From a Mom’s Perspective
Diane BenoitHill, mother to 4 minor hockey players: 1 boy and 3 girls, hockey player, and Tucker Hockey adult
participant. Job 1: Mother and wife to long-time minor hockey coach,Trevor Ironside; Job 2 :Entrepreneur .
Editors note:

Its a common theme: Successful hockey players will gratefully acknowledge their heartfelt appreciation and thanks for the
countless hours and tremendous support their parents have provided over the years. Dads are often the ones who are idolized by
aspiring young hockey players . More often than not, however, the moms play an equally important role in preparing the kids for
the games: transporting them to the local rinks, etc., and loyally and loudly cheering their kids on when the dads take over at ice
level. However, Diane BenoitHill is quite busy having fun and collecting great hockey memories by taking things to a whole
new hockey level! Great role-modelling, Diane! Here is Dianes perspective on the game...
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Over the season, as parents, our support would a group of men on the ice. However, my daughadd up to 400+ ice times. Watching our chil- ter who had previously experienced playing
dren develop character through a sport that hockey with boys, provided me with invaluwould challenge them mentally and physically able tips and encouragementplus reinforced
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Player Evaluations–(cont’d. from p.7)
to make good decisions with the puck (offensive creativity) and make
good decisions without the puck (offensive support and especially
defensive play) are the cores of having good hockey sense.

The Benoit-Hill Hockey Family: clockwise, L-R:
Kristin, 14, Midnapore Bantam Girls ; Trevor; Diane;
Tegan, 10, Bow Valley Atom Boys; Alexia, 12, 7 Clubs
Peewee Girls; Robert, 11, Bow Valley Pee Wee Boys.

tion for the effort contributed to the game by
each and every team member.
Okay, Moms: Dont be shy and miss out. Lets
allow our children to support us. Get on the
ice and have some funbe an active part of
our childrens development!

When all else fails,
shout the magic word...

Character is often difficult to teach. It comes from within: a players
commitment to excellence, to wanting to improve on every aspect
of his/her game, to playing every shift like its the last one, to having a great work ethic, to giving a second effort, to being a team
player (unselfish), to having the ability to overcome adversities,
and to having the will to win!
During the month of September, hundreds of volunteer coaches and
evaluators will spend countless hours doing their very best to place
players in the proper divisions; if a player stands out, it will increase his/her chances to be noticed by the evaluators.
Remember: A player wants to be noticed for all the right reasons
this upcoming season!
Good luck players and parents during this years September tryouts!
Coach Rex
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Coach Rexs Corner

Player Evaluation
The following is a player evaluation scouting report that can be used to self-assess and to learn
about various criteria used.

Today’s Topic: Player Evaluations
Another exciting minor hockey season will
begin in just a couple months; meanwhile,
throughout the Summer months, parents will
enroll their children in various hockey schools,
power skating programs, and conditioning
camps to help improve their hockey skills and,
ultimately, to improve their chances come tryout season. During the month of September,
player evaluations will be a popular and often
controversial topic of discussion at the many
local hockey rinks throughout the City.

completed the assignment of being Director
of Player Personnel for the 1994 Team Canada
Olympic silver medal-winners. Following
working with Hockey Canada, Paul has worked
with the Florida Panthers organisation.

Because he was such a seasoned scout, I asked
Paul: What are the three most important components you look for when scouting or evaluating players? I have always remembered his
answers:
No: 1 Skating
Based on my own personal experiences of No: 2 Hockey Sense
coaching within the Calgary Minor Hockey No: 3 Character
system, being involved with Hockey Albertas
under-16 program as an evaluator and coach, Skating is to hockey what running is to soccer
training with elite hockey players from Junior because skating is the foundation upon which
A to Pro level, conducting player evaluations all other skills are built. It is the most imporand scouting for the Canmore (formerly Bow tant skill of ice hockey. In order to advance
Valley) Eagles and for the Langley Thunder at through the hockey system from Bantam to
Junior A tier II level, and preparing evaluation Midget, Midget to Junior A, and Junior A to
report cards on minor hockey players at Cana- Pro, etc., a player must be a great skaterespedian Hockey CampEurope in the Czech Re- cially in todays game. A player whose game
public for several Summers, I offer the fol- consists of great speed and skating agility will
lowing viewpoint on the controversial topic excel to a higher level of play.
of player evaluations.
Also, the level of performance attained by a
When evaluating or scouting players, hockey player in passing, shooting, checking, and puck
personnel look for a variety of skills and per- control is directly related to his/her skating
sonal traits. Every evaluator may not be on the ability. The time spent improving a players
same page with regards to the top criteria used skating is a worthwhile investment due to the
to assess an individual players skills or future carryover value to all other aspects of the
potential, but a player must stand out, ex- game. Personally, this has been reinforced more
cel in a certain area of the game, or showcase and more now that I have been teaching power
a special skill. During tryouts, a player needs skating in Canada and Europe over the past
to get noticed by scoring a great goal, making seven years.
a super pass, deking through several players,
giving a big hit, exhibiting a hard and accurate Hockey Sense is how you think the game.
shot, skating like the wind, etc. S/he must stand This Sense was the main reason why Wayne
out on a consistent basis to be labelled a Gretzky played better than anyone else. He had
player. Whatever a player does well, excel- the special ability to Read and React, to see
lent speed, for example, it is important to show- the ice, to see a play develop, to anticipate
case that speed to be noticed!
where his teammates would be or where the
puck would goall on a higher level than anyWhile attending the 1994 Hockey Canada one who has ever played the game. The ability
Coaching Conference in Calgary, I had the
continued p.5
pleasure to talk with Paul Henry who had just
THE KIDS DETERMINED TO SCORE!

Rating Scale:
1 Poor 2-3 Weak 4-5 Satisfactory
6-7 Good 8-9 Very Good 10 Excellent
General Qualities  All Players
1: Concentration

_____

2: Mental / Emotional Control

_____

3: Physical Strength

_____

4: Conditioning

_____

5: Coach ability

_____

6: Attitude

_____

7: Living Habits

_____

8: Drive / Intensity

_____

9: Hockey Sense / Read & React

_____

10: Leadership Abilities

_____

Skill Techniques  All skaters
1: Forward Skating

_____

2: Backward Skating

_____

3: Skating Agility

_____

4: Puck Control

_____

5: Shooting

_____

6: Checking / Physical Play

_____

7: Passing / Receiving

_____

Forwards
1: Puck Support

_____

2: Scoring Ability

_____

3: Play Making and Puck Movement

_____

4: Defensive Play

_____

5: Face Offs ( Where Applicable)

_____

Defensemen:
1: Puck Movement / Play Making

_____

2: Net Play

_____

3: Board Play

_____

4: Read the Rush

_____

5: Strength / Strong on the Puck.

_____

Goalies:
1: Reflexes

_____

2: Cover the Angles

_____

3: Control Puck/Rebound Control

_____

4: Agility

_____

5: Anticipation of Shot / Play

_____

6: Consistency of Play

_____

7: Style of Play

_____
_____
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